[The effect of the visual stimulation of the leading and nonleading eye on the value of the saccadic latency period and on the peak latency of rapid presaccadic potentials].
Visual targets were presented monocularly to the leading and nonleading eyes. The complex of rapid positive and negative potentials was studied using the reverse summation from the onset of saccades. The latencies of saccades and peak latencies of the averaged presaccadic potentials were measured. The dependence of the saccade latencies and peak latencies of the complex of potentials on stimulation of the leading or nonleading eye and saccade direction was not simple and was largely determined by the individual profile of asymmetry. It is suggested that during stimulation of the leading eye the processes of attention fixation and switching as well as of the space visual processing are faster than during stimulation of the nonleading eye. Thus, the leading role of the right eye is reflected not only in fixation processes but also in movement anticipation.